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Abstract
Background: Anal	squamous	cell	carcinoma	(ASCC)	is	a	rare	malignant	tumor	
with	 increasing	 incidence.	The	goal	of	our	 study	was	 to	analyze	 the	 treatment	
outcome	and	prognostic	factors	of	ASCC	in	South	China	in	the	past	half-	century.
Methods: This	study	retrospectively	included	59	patients	with	ASCC	admitted	
from	1975	to	2018	in	Sun	Yat-	sen	University	cancer	center.	The	clinical	records	
and	 follow-	up	 information	of	all	patients	were	collected.	Survival	analysis	and	
univariate	and	multivariate	regression	analyses	were	performed	using	the	“sur-
vival”	and	“survminer”	packages	of	R	software.
Results: In	59	patients,	5	patients	had	distant	metastasis	at	diagnosis.	Among	
54 M0 stage	patients,	33	patients	received	chemoradiotherapy	(CRT),	19	patients	
received	 local	 surgery,	 and	 2	 patients	 refused	 curative	 treatment	 and	 received	
the	best	supportive	treatment	(BST).	The	most	common	grade	3–	4	acute	toxici-
ties	during	treatment	were	myelosuppression	and	radiation	dermatitis.	The	me-
dian	follow-	up	time	was	32 months.	For	the	whole	group,	the	3-	year	and	5-	year	
overall	survival	(OS)	rates	and	disease-	free	survival	(DFS)	were	71.1%	and	63.6%,	
and	73.4%	and	69.0%,	respectively.	Multivariate	regression	analysis	showed	that	
the	 T3–	4  stage	 was	 an	 independent	 prognostic	 risk	 factor	 for	 OS,	 progression-	
free	survival	(PFS),	and	DFS.	And	M1	was	an	independent	prognostic	risk	factor	
for	PFS	and	DFS.	Patients	in	stage	M0 mainly	treated	with	CRT	had	better	local	
control	than	those	mainly	treated	with	surgery	(p = 0.027).	For	M0	patients,	in-
duction	chemotherapy	combined	with	CRT	tends	to	prolong	OS	compared	with	
CRT	alone	(p = 0.26).	The	3-	year	colostomy-	free	survival	for	the	whole	group	was	
81.1%.
Conclusions: CRT	 is	 recommended	 as	 the	 first	 choice	 for	 the	 treatment	 of	
M0 stage	ASCC.	Induction	chemotherapy	may	bring	better	survival	benefits	for	
some	patients.	Patients	with	ASCC	in	China	seem	to	have	a	better	local	control	
rate,	which	suggested	different	treatment	strategies	may	be	needed	in	China.
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1 	 | 	 INTRODUCTION

Anal	squamous	cell	carcinoma	(ASCC)	is	a	rare	malignant	
tumor	with	an	increasing	incidence,	accounting	for	about	
1%–	2%	of	all	digestive	tract	malignant	tumors.1,2	High-	risk	
human	papillomavirus	(HPV)	infection	is	strongly	associ-
ated	with	ASCC,	and	the	infection	rate	of	HPV	in	ASCC	
was	 about	 72%–	90%	 in	 the	 United	 States	 and	 Europe.3-	5	
Previous	studies	indicated	that	the	HPV-	52,	HPV-	16,	and	
HPV-	58	 accounted	 for	 the	 top	 three	 common	 genotypes	
in	the	high-	risk	HPV	infection	among	women	in	China.6	
HPV	 infection	 was	 not	 only	 associated	 with	 the	 risk	 of	
ASCC	but	also	played	a	significant	role	in	their	sensitivity	
to	chemotherapy	and	radiotherapy.7	A	history	of	receptive	
anal	 intercourse,	 a	 history	 of	 gynecological	 tumors,	 and	
human	 immunodeficiency	 virus	 infection	 were	 also	 in-
cluded	in	the	risk	factors	of	ASCC.

Before	the	1970s,	the	main	treatment	of	anal	squamous	
cell	carcinoma	was	extensive	abdominoperineal	resection	
(APR).8	With	the	gradual	understanding	of	the	biological	
behavior	of	ASCC,	the	treatment	mode	has	changed	fun-
damentally.	 Currently,	 chemoradiotherapy	 (CRT)	 as	 the	
main	treatment	of	ASCC,	could	achieve	radical	treatment	
and	improve	the	survival	rate,	with	the	retention	of	anus	
to	improve	patients’	quality	of	life.9,10	Local	resection	(LR)	
is	mainly	recommended	for	T1N0M0	perianal	cancer	and	
salvageable	 surgery	 is	 needed	 upon	 local	 tumor	 recur-
rence	after	CRT	for	ASCC.9	Local	recurrence	and	distant	
metastasis	occurred	in	20%–	30%	and	10%	locally	advanced	
ASCC	 after	 CRT	 in	 the	 United	 Kingdom,	 Australia,	
Norway,	and	the	United	States.11,12	In	addition,	about	10%	
of	the	patients	were	diagnosed	with	advanced	metastatic	
ASCC,	and	the	5-	year	overall	survival	(OS)	rate	was	only	
about	30%	in	the	United	States.13,14

The	 incidence	 of	 ASCC	 was	 also	 very	 low	 in	 China	
and	 the	 treatment	 modalities	 always	 followed	 interna-
tional	guidelines.	However,	few	works	of	literature	focus	
on	 the	 treatment	results	of	ASCC	in	China.	Lu	et	al	de-
scribed	 the	epidemiological	 characteristics	of	ASCC	and	
prognostic	factors	of	survival	outcomes	of	144	ASCC	pa-
tients	diagnosed	between	2007	and	2018	 from	11	cancer	
hospitals	in	southern	China.15	Results	suggested	that	age	
>50 years,	advanced	AJCC	stage,	and	lymph	node	positiv-
ity	were	correlated	with	poor	survival	of	ASCC	patients.	
The	estimated	5-	year	OS	and	relapse-	free	survival	 (RFS)	
were	 82.8%	 and	 79.4%,	 respectively.	 This	 study	 only	 ob-
served	 the	 epidemiology	 and	 treatments	 effect	 of	 ASCC	

in	China	after	2007.	The	majority	of	patients	were	treated	
with	CRT,	and	the	specific	failure	pattern	of	treatment	was	
not	specifically	analyzed.	In	the	present	study,	we	particu-
larly	described	the	results	of	the	administration	of	ASCC	
patients	over	the	past	half-	century	at	a	comprehensive	ter-
tiary	cancer	center	in	South	China.

2 	 | 	 METHODS

2.1	 |	 Patient population and staging 
system

This	study	screened	patients	of	ASCC	treated	in	Sun	Yat-	
sen	University	Cancer	Center	from	1 January	1975	to	31	
December	2018.	The	study	included	all	patients	with	clini-
cal,	pathological,	and	imaging	diagnoses	of	ASCC.	Medical	
records,	image	data,	and	pathological	reports	of	all	ASCC	
patients	 were	 collected.	 HPV	 testing	 was	 performed	 in	
five	 patients	 and	 two	 were	 positive.	 Previous	 medical	
history	 was	 noted	 that	 two	 patients	 had	 cervical	 cancer	
and	 one	 patient	 had	 vulvar	 cancer	 cured	 before	 diagno-
sis	of	ASCC.	The	 initial	clinical	stage	of	all	patients	was	
re-	accessed	according	to	the	eighth	edition	of	the	Union	
for	American	Joint	Cancer	Committee	(AJCC)	TNM	stag-
ing	system.	According	to	the	eighth	edition	of	the	AJCC	
Cancer	Staging	Manual,	we	divided	patients	into	two	cat-
egories	 as	 the	 anal	 canal	 squamous	 cell	 carcinoma	 and	
the	perianal	squamous	cell	carcinoma.	This	study	was	ap-
proved	by	the	Ethics	Committee	of	our	cancer	center	(IRB	
B2020-	125-	01).

2.2	 |	 Clinical characteristics collection

The	 gender,	 age,	 smoking	 history,	 and	 gynecological	
tumor	history	of	all	patients	were	collected.	The	informa-
tion	of	tumor	location,	tumor	grade,	clinical	TNM	stage,	
laboratory	 examination,	 treatment	 regimens,	 radiation	
therapy	 technology,	 surgical	 approach,	 and	 treatment-	
related	 adverse	 events	 was	 also	 systemically	 recorded.	
The	 assessment	 of	 acute	 adverse	 events	 which	 occurred	
during	 or	 1  month	 after	 CRT	 was	 re-	performed	 accord-
ing	 to	 the	 Common	 Terminology	 Criteria	 for	 Adverse	
Events	 (CTCAE)	 (version	 4.03).	 The	 evaluation	 of	 post-
operative	complications	was	based	on	the	Clavien–	Dindo	
classification.16
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2.3	 |	 Survival definition and follow- up

The	censoring	date	for	the	survival	analysis	was	31	April	
2020.	Overall	survival	(OS)	was	defined	as	the	time	from	
the	 diagnosis	 date	 to	 death	 for	 any	 reason.	 Progression-	
free	survival	(PFS)	definition	was	defined	as	the	time	from	
the	diagnosis	date	to	tumor	progression	or	death.	Disease-	
free	survival	(DFS)	was	defined	as	the	time	from	the	diag-
nosis	date	to	tumor	recurrence	which	was	primarily	used	
to	 evaluate	 patients	 with	 no	 evidence	 of	 disease	 (NED)	
status	 after	 treatments.	 Relapse-	free	 survival	 (RFS)	 was	
defined	 as	 the	 time	 from	 the	 diagnosis	 date	 to	 the	 local	
recurrence	 of	 the	 tumor.	 Metastasis-	free	 survival	 (MFS)	
was	defined	as	the	time	from	the	diagnosis	date	to	the	oc-
currence	 of	 distant	 metastasis.	 Colostomy-	free	 survival	
(CFS)	was	defined	as	the	time	from	the	diagnosis	date	to	
the	colostomy	date.	Survival	follow-	up	was	conducted	by	
outpatient	service	or	household	registration	system.	The	
last	follow-	up	time	point	was	30	April	2020.

2.4	 |	 Statistical analysis

Descriptive	statistics	were	used	to	report	the	data	obtained	
from	the	medical	records.	Medians	with	interquartile	ranges	
(IQRs)	were	used	to	record	the	continuous	data.	Numbers	
with	 percentages	 (%)	 were	 used	 to	 record	 the	 categorical	
data.	 The	 study	 has	 included	 patients	 treated	 over	 a	 long	
period	 (1975–	2018).	 During	 this	 period,	 diagnostic,	 thera-
peutic,	 and	 supportive	 care	 practices	 have	 changed	 sig-
nificantly.	Before	December	2008,	the	initial	treatment	for	
ASCC	was	surgery	which	was	changed	to	CRT	after	2008	in	
our	center.	Therefore,	we	divided	data	between	those	treated	
prior	to	2008	and	2009–	2018	and	compare	these	two	groups.	
Survival	analysis	and	univariate	and	multivariate	regression	
analyses	were	performed	using	the	“survival”	(2.44-	1.1)	and	
“survminer”	(0.4.6)	package	in	R	software	(3.6.1),	and	the	
survival	analysis	curve	was	plotted.	The	direct	correlation	
of	covariates	was	calculated	using	Hmisc	R	package	(4.2-	0).	
When	the	correlation	coefficient	is	greater	than	0.8,	it	is	con-
sidered	 that	 there	 is	 a	 serious	 correlation	 between	 covari-
ates.	Based	on	the	results	of	univariate	analysis	(p < 0.2)	and	
correlation	analysis	(R < 0.8),	those	variables	were	included	
in	the	multivariate	analysis.

3 	 | 	 RESULTS

3.1	 |	 Clinical characteristics and 
treatments

The	study	profile	 is	shown	in	Figure 1.	A	total	of	59	pa-
tients	with	ASCC	were	included	in	the	study.	The	clinical	

characteristics	of	all	patients	are	listed	in	Table 1.	The	me-
dian	age	was	54 years	 (IQR:	46–	62)	old	with	 female	pa-
tients	(48,	81.4%)	constituting	the	majority	of	the	cohort.	
Anal	canal	site	(51,	86.4%)	was	more	common	than	peri-
anal	site	(8,	13.6%).	The	most	common	clinical	T	stage	was	
T2	(24,	40.7%)	with	diameters	of	primary	tumors	of	more	
than	2 cm	but	not	more	than	5 cm.	Regional	lymph	node	
metastasis	(41,	69.5%)	was	detected	in	the	majority	of	pa-
tients.	 Only	 five	 (8.5%)	 patients	 have	 distant	 metastasis	
at	 preliminary	 diagnosis.	 No	 patient	 had	 HIV	 infection.	
Only	 two	 patients	 were	 documented	 HPV	 positive	 with	
most	patients	did	not	undergo	HPV	testing.	Three	(5.1%)	
patients	had	a	history	of	gynecological	oncology	as	men-
tioned	before.

Since	the	patients	enrolled	in	this	study	for	nearly	half	
a	 century,	 the	 treatment	 mode	 (Table  2)	 also	 gradually	
changed	with	time	migration	with	new	evidence	of	diag-
nosis	and	treatment.	As	shown	in	Figure	S1,	19	patients	
underwent	 surgery-	based	 treatment	 including	8	patients	
underwent	APR	surgery,	8	patients	underwent	LR,	and	3	
patients	underwent	palliative	surgery.	And	33	patients	un-
derwent	CRT-	based	 treatment	 in	M0 stage	patients	with	
ASCC.	 Ten	 patients	 received	 induction	 chemotherapy	
(ICT)	before	concurrent	chemoradiotherapy	(CCRT),	and	
the	main	induction	chemotherapy	regimen	was	docetaxel	
and	cisplatin	(TP)	(9/10,	90%).	There	were	various	kinds	
of	chemotherapy	regimens	in	CCRT,	the	most	commonly	
used	was	cisplatin	and	fluorouracil	(PF)	regimen	(16/54,	
29.6%).	 The	 technology	 and	 dose	 of	 radiotherapy	 are	
shown	in	Table 2.	The	dose	of	gross	tumor	volume	(GTV)	
was	45–	66 Gy/25–	33	fractions.	The	dose	of	clinical	target	
volume	 (CTV)	 was	 41.4–	45  Gy/23–	25	 fractions.	 One	 pa-
tient	underwent	salvage	APR	surgery	for	local	recurrence	
at	7 months	after	CCRT.	Two	M0	patients	with	ASCC	di-
agnosed	before	2003	refused	surgery	due	to	economic	con-
ditions	and	received	the	best	supportive	treatment	(BST).	
One	patient	with	hepatic	metastasis	of	ASCC	underwent	
APR	combined	with	intrahepatic	anhydrous	alcohol	injec-
tion	in	1998.	Palliative	chemotherapy	and	CRT	were	ad-
opted	for	the	remaining	four	M1	patients.

3.2	 |	 Short- term efficacy and 
adverse events

In	 the	 entire	 study,	 a	 total	 of	 49	 patients	 retained	 anus	
with	 guaranteed	 quality	 of	 life.	 Forty-	five	 M0	 ASCC	 pa-
tients	achieved	clinical	NED	status	after	surgery	or	CRT	
in	 the	short-	term	efficacy	evaluation.	Three	M1	patients	
achieved	NED	status	after	system	treatments.	The	3-	year	
CFS	rate	was	81.1%	for	the	whole	group.	The	information	
about	the	treatment-	related	toxicities	is	shown	in	Table 3.	
No	 postoperative	 complications	 occurred	 in	 the	 study.	
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The	main	grade	3–	4	acute	toxicity	related	to	treatment	in	
the	whole	group	was	myelosuppression,	with	mild	intes-
tinal	toxicity,	skin	toxicity,	and	peripheral	nerve	toxicity.	
No	patients	died	during	the	treatment.

3.3	 |	 Longtime survival

The	median	follow-	up	was	32 months	(ranging	from	2	to	
265 months,	IQR:	19–	62 months).	The	survival	rates	of	dif-
ferent	groups	are	shown	in	Table 4.	In	the	present	study,	
the	3-	year	and	5-	year	OS	rates	were	71.1%	and	63.6%,	and	
the	3-	year	and	5-	year	PFS	 rates	were	60.70%	and	57.3%,	
respectively	(Figure 2).

Patients	with	NED	had	significant	higher	OS	and	PFS	as	
shown	in	Table 4	and	Figure 2.	The	5-	year	OS	and	PFS	rates	
for	patients	achieved	NED	were	74.4%	and	69.0%,	while	the	
5-	year	OS	and	PFS	rates	for	patients	did	not	achieve	NED	
were	only	18.2%	(p < 0.001)	and	9.1%	(p < 0.001).

The	 3-	year	 and	 5-	year	 OS	 rates	 for	 M0  group	 were	
74.2%	and	66.4%,	and	the	3-	year	and	5-	year	DFS	rates	were	
73.4%	and	69.0%,	respectively.	However,	the	3-	year	and	5-	
year	 survival	 rates	of	M1	patients	with	ASCC	were	only	
30%	(Table 5).

One	case	died	of	cancer,	but	the	failure	pattern	of	spe-
cific	diseases	was	not	clear	due	to	the	passage	of	time.	The	
recurrence	 and	 metastasis	 sites	 are	 shown	 in	 Figure  1.	
The	5-	year	RFS	and	MFS	were	86.30%	and	84.1%	for	the	
whole	group.	In	the	M0 group,	45	patients	achieved	NED	
status,	 and	 among	 them	 5	 patients	 had	 local	 recurrence	
and	4	patients	had	distant	metastasis	afterward.	Patients	
in	stage	M0 mainly	treated	with	CRT	had	better	local	con-
trol	 than	those	mainly	treated	with	surgery	(5-	year	RFS:	
96.7%	vs.	66.9%,	p = 0.027).	 In	 the	M1 group,	NED	was	
also	achieved	in	three	patients	after	treatment.

In	 the	 univariate	 analysis	 (Table  5),	 anal	 canal,	 di-
agnose	 years	 between	 2009	 and	 2018,	 tumor	 diameter	
<5  cm,	 and	 M0  stage	 were	 significantly	 associated	 with	
favorable	OS	in	the	whole	group.	Tumor	<5 cm,	M0 stage,	
and	early	cTNM	stage	(I–	II)	were	significantly	associated	
with	favorable	PFS	and	diagnosis	years	(2009–	2018)	and	
M0 stage	were	significantly	correlated	with	favorable	DFS.	
The	results	of	the	correlation	matrix	(Table	S1)	identified	
strong	correlations	(R = 0.91)	between	two	variables	(cN	
stage	group	and	cTNM	stage	group).	Then	we	subjected	
the	 cTNM	 stage	 group	 to	 the	 multivariate	 analysis,	 but	
not	cN	stage.	In	the	multivariate	analysis,	the	tumor	size	
remained	the	independent	prognostic	factor	for	OS,	PFS,	

F I G U R E  1  The	treatments	and	efficacy	of	all	patients.	Abbreviations:	ICT,	induction	chemotherapy;	CT,	chemotherapy;	CRT,	
chemoradiotherapy;	RT,	radiotherapy;	NED,	no	evidence	of	disease;	LR,	local	recurrence;	DM,	distant	metastasis;	Note:	*,	abdominoperineal	
resection	with	intrahepatic	anhydrous	alcohol	injection
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and	DFS	for	ASCC.	Distant	metastasis	at	diagnosis	was	an	
independent	prognostic	factor	for	PFS	and	DFS.

4 	 | 	 DISCUSSION

Worldwide,	 ASCC	 was	 a	 rare	 malignant	 tumor	 with	 in-
creasing	 incidence.	A	similar	 trend	could	be	detected	 in	
our	 study	 with	 significantly	 more	 ASCC	 patients	 were	

T A B L E  1 	 Baseline	pathoclinical	characteristics	of	the	59	
patients	with	anal	cancer

Characteristic N (%)
Median	age	at	diagnosis	(range) 54	(17–	88)
Gender

Male 11	(18.6%)
Female 48	(81.4%)

Location	of	tumor
Anal	canal 51	(86.4%)
Perianal 8	(13.6%)

Tumor	differentiation
High-	grade	intraepithelial	neoplasia 7	(11.9%)
High 7	(11.9%)
Moderate 19	(32.1%)
Low 16	(27.1%)
Unknown 10	(17.0%)

cT	stage
T1 6	(10.2%)
T2 24	(40.7%)
T3 12	(20.3%)
T4 15	(25.4%)
Tx 2	(3.4%)

cN	stage
N0 17	(28.8%)
N1 41	(69.5%)
Nx 1	(1.7%)

cM	stage
M0 54	(91.5%)
M1 5	(8.5%)

Clinical	stage	(AJCC	eighth	ed.)
I 4	(6.8%)
II 10	(15.3%)
III 38	(64.4%)
IV 5	(8.5%)
Unknown 2	(20.3%)

Immunosuppression
HIV	negative 59	(100.0%)

HPV	tumor	status
Positive 2	(3.4%)
Negative 3	(5.1%)
Unknown 54	(91.6%)

Smoking	history
Yes 10	(16.9%)
No 49	(83.1%)

Gynecological	oncology	history
Cervical	cancer 2	(3.4%)
Vulvar	cancer 1	(1.7%)
No 56	(94.9%)

Abbreviations:	cM	stage,	clinical	M	stage;	cN	stage,	clinical	N	stage;	cT	stage,	
clinical	T	stage;	HBV,	hepatitis	B	virus;	HIV,	human	immunodeficiency	
virus;	HPV,	human	papillomavirus.

T A B L E  2 	 The	treatment	strategy	of	M0	ASCC	patients	(n = 54)

N (%)

Neoadjuvant	therapy

ICT + CCRT 10	(18.5%)

CCRT 33	(61.1%)

Regimes	of	ICT

DPF 1

TP 9

Regimes	of	CRT

Capecitabine 3	(5.6%)

S−1 1	(1.9%)

5-	Fu 3	(5.6%)

DDP 8	(14.8%)

PF 16	(29.6%)

TP 6	(11.1%)

Capeox 3	(5.6%)

FOLFOX 1	(1.9%)

Unknown 2	(3.7%)

Radiation	therapy	technology

X-	ray + Co60 1	(1.9%)

3D-	CRT 4	(7.4%)

IMRT 37	(68.5%)

IGRT + three-	dimensional	brachytherapy 1	(1.9%)

Unknown 2	(3.7%)

Radiation	therapy	plan

GTV	dose 45–	70 Gy

GTV	fraction 25–	35

CTV	dose 41.4–	51 Gy

CTV	fraction 23–	30

Surgery	patterns

APR 9	(16.7%)

LR 8	(14.8%)

Palliative	surgery 3	(5.6%)

Abbreviations:	3D-	CRT,	three-	dimensional	conformal	radiation	therapy;	
5-	Fu,	fluorouracil;	APR,	abdominoperineal	resection;	CCRT,	concurrent	
chemoradiotherapy;	CTV,	clinical	target	volume;	DDP,	cisplatin;	DPF,	
cisplatin,	docetaxel,	and	fluorouracil;	FOLFOX,	oxaliplatin,	fluorouracil,	
and	calcium	leucovorin;	GTV,	gross	tumor	volume;	ICT,	induction	
chemotherapy;	IGRT,	image-	guided	radiation	therapy;	IMRT,	intensity-	
modulated	radiotherapy;	LR,	local	resection;	TP,	docetaxel	and	cisplatin.
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diagnosed	after	2011	(Figure	S2).	The	main	risk	factors	for	
anal	cancer	include	HPV	infection,	history	of	anal	inter-
course,	and	history	of	sexually	transmitted	diseases,	cer-
vical	 cancer,	 perineal	 tumor,	 immunosuppression,	 and	
smoking.	 In	 Europe,	 the	 incidence	 of	 HPV	 infection	 in	
anal	canal	carcinoma	was	90.7%	and	most	of	them	were	
HPV-	16.17	 Our	 statistical	 results	 showed	 that	 the	 posi-
tive	rate	of	HPV16/18	in	anal	canal	carcinoma	was	90%,	
and	there	was	a	retrograde	upward	infection	of	proximal	

colorectum.18	 Unfortunately,	 the	 majority	 of	 patients	 in	
our	study	were	not	tested	for	HPV.	The	higher	incidence	
in	 females	 than	 males	 in	 our	 study	 is	 consistent	 with	
previous	studies.15,19	The	different	incidence	of	ASCC	in	
genders	might	be	related	to	the	inconsistency	of	HPV	in-
fection	rate	between	men	and	women.	A	previous	study	
reported	that	sex	steroids	could	affect	mucosal	immunity,	
with	particular	reference	to	HPV	infection.20	Meanwhile,	
the	majority	of	patients	with	ASCC	were	diagnosed	as	lo-
cally	advanced	stage	though	the	occurrence	site	of	the	anal	
tumor	 was	 easily	 palpated	 by	 physical	 examination.	 All	
these	suggest	 that	early	screening	of	ASCC	is	necessary,	
especially	for	women	with	HPV	positivity	in	our	country.

Previous	research	by	Nigro	ND	et	al	reported	preoper-
ative	CRT	in	 three	patients,	 the	results	showed	that	 two	

T A B L E  3 	 Toxicities	of	treatments	in	the	59	patients	with	anal	
cancer

Myelosuppression N (%)

Grade	0–	2 48	(81.4%)

Grade	3–	4 11	(18.6%)

GI	toxicities

Grade	0–	2 58	(98.3%)

Grade	3–	4 1	(1.7%)

Peripheral	neurotoxicity

Grade	0–	2 58	(98.3%)

Grade	3–	4 1	(1.7%)

Radiation	enteritis/dermatitis

Grade	0–	2 53	(89.8%)

Grade	3–	4 6	(10.2%)

Abbreviation:	GI,	gastrointestinal.

T A B L E  4 	 Survival	rate

Survival rate All (%) NED (%)
Non- 
NED (%)

CFS

3-	year 81.10 79.10 90.09

5-	year 81.10 79.10 90.09

OS

3-	year 71.10 84.00 18.20

5-	year 63.60 74.40 18.20

PFS

3-	year 60.70 73.40 9.10

5-	year 57.30 69.00 9.10

RFS

3-	year 90.80 90.00 –	

5-	year 86.30 85.00 –	

MFS

3-	year 84.10 87.10 55.60

5-	year 84.10 87.10 55.60

Abbreviations:	CFS,	colostomy-	free	survival	reported	for	number	of	
participants	who	did	not	develop	local	recurrence	or	require	resection	with	
colostomy;	MFS,	metastasis-	free	survival;	NED,	no	evidence	of	disease;	OS,	
overall	survival;	PFS,	progression-	free	survival;	RFS,	relapse-	free	survival.

F I G U R E  2  Survival	curves.	Overall	survival	curves	(A)	and	
Progression-	free	survival	curves	(B)	of	the	patients	with	anal	
cancer.	Abbreviations:	NED,	no	evidence	of	disease
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T A B L E  5 	 Univariate	and	multivariable	Cox	analyses	of	prognostic	factors	for	OS,	PFS,	and	DFS	in	59	patients	with	anal	cancer	(OS,	
p = 0.0002,	χ2 = 24.09;	PFS,	p = 0.0012,χ2 = 20.17;	DFS,	p = 0.0053,χ2 = 14.73)	(OS,PFS,	n = 57;	DFS,	n = 46)

Overall survival 
variable 5- year survival rate

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95%CI)N p N p

Gender	(female	vs.	
male)

66.2%	vs.	53.0% 48	vs.	11 0.491 –	 –	 –	

Age	(≤65 years	vs.	
>65 years	)

68.0%	vs.	53.7% 46	vs.	13 0.292 –	 –	 –	

Smoking	history	(no	
vs.	yes)

67.3%	vs	48.0% 49	vs	10 0.718 –	 –	 –	

Site	(anal	canal	vs.	
perianal)

68.8%	vs.	33.3% 51	vs.	8 0.016 49 vs. 8 0.064 3.389(0.929–	12.360)

Diagnose	years	(1975–	
2008	vs.	2009–	2018)

42.9%	vs.	69.3% 14	vs.	45 0.025 13 vs. 44 0.134 0.421(0.135–	1.307)

Differentiation	(poor	
vs.	good)a

67.2%	vs.	67.5% 35	vs.	14 0.719 –	 –	 –	

Tumor	diameter	(T1–	2	
vs.	T3–	4)

83.7%	vs.	44.2% 30	vs.	27 0.002 30 vs. 27 0.019 4.156	(1.269–	13.612)

cN	stage	(N0	vs.	N1) 71.9%	vs.	58.2% 17	vs.	41 0.070 –	 –	 –	

cM	stage	(M0	vs.	M1) 66.4%	vs.	30.0% 54	vs.	5 0.021 52 vs. 5 0.119 3.269(0.737–	14.507)

cTNM	stage	(I–	II	vs.	
III–	IV)

90.9%	vs.	57.5% 14	vs.	43 0.019 14 vs. 43 0.194 4.000(0.492–	33.172)

Initial	treatment	
(surgery	vs.	CRT)

62.2%	vs.	66.8% 20	vs.	35 0.279 –	 –	 –	

Progression- free survival 
variable 5- year survival rate

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95%CI)N p N p

Gender	(female	vs.	male) 59.5%	vs.	45.5% 48	vs.	11 0.360 –	 –	 –	

Age	(≤65 years	vs.	>65 years) 56.3%	vs.	59.3% 46	vs.	13 0.953 –	 –	 –	

Smoking	history	(no	vs.	yes) 60.5%	vs.	40.0% 49	vs.	10 0.201 –	 –	 –	

Site	(anal	canal	vs.	perianal) 61.2%	vs.	33.3% 51	vs.	8 0.146 49	vs.	8 0.079 2.741(0.891–	
8.464)

Diagnose	years	(1975–	2008	
vs.	2009–	2018)

35.7%	vs.	64.7% 14	vs.	45 0.063 13	vs.	44 0.389 0.645(0.238–	
1.750)

Differentiation	(poor	vs.	
good)a

60.4%	vs.	62.5% 35	vs.	14 0.784 –	 –	 –	

Tumor	diameter	(T1–	2	vs.	
T3–	4)

76.6%	vs.	43.5% 30	vs.	27 0.003 30 vs. 27 0.019 3.329(1.215– 
9.120)

cN	stage	(N0	vs.	N1) 72.2%	vs.	54.4% 17	vs.	41 0.066 –	 –	

cM	stage	(M0	vs.	M1) 61.2%	vs.	0.0% 54	vs.	5 0.003 52 vs. 5 0.032 4.099(1.129– 
14.884)

cTNM	stage	(I–	II	vs.	III–	IV) 83.6%	vs.	54.1% 14	vs.	43 0.025 14 vs. 43 0.196 2.767(0.591–	
12.954)

Initial	treatment	(surgery	vs.	
CRT)

45.7%	vs.	70.4% 20	vs.	35 0.188 –	 –	 –	

Disease- free survival variable
5- year survival 
rate

Univariate analysis
Multivariate 
analysis

HR (95%CI)N p N p

Gender	(female	vs.	male) 69.8%	vs.	62.5% 40	vs.	8 0.493 –	 –	 –	
(Continues)
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patients	 achieved	 complete	 pathological	 remission	 and	
one	patient	achieved	the	long-	term	DFS.8	This	study	sug-
gested	CRT	might	be	curative	for	anal	cancer	without	sur-
gery.	 In	 the	 current	 study,	 patients	 who	 were	 diagnosed	
after	 2008  mainly	 received	 curative	 CRT	 and	 PF	 is	 the	
most	common	used	chemotherapy	in	our	cancer	instead	
of	 mitomycin	 (MMC)	 and	 5-	fluorouracil	 (5-	Fu)	 (MF).	
Prospective	randomized	controlled	studies	carried	by	the	
United	 Kingdom	 Coordinating	 Committee	 for	 Cancer	
Research	 (UKCCCR)	 and	 European	 Organization	 for	
Research	and	Treatment	of	Cancer	(EORTC)	laid	the	first-	
line	treatment	status	of	CRT	with	results	of	longer	survival	
and	 lower	 recurrence	 rates	 than	 radiotherapy	 alone.10,11	
MF	 was	 used	 as	 chemotherapy	 regimens	 in	 both	 stud-
ies.	Meanwhile,	 the	NCCN	Guidelines	 for	ASCC	recom-
mended	that	MF,	mitomycin/	capecitabine,	PF	combined	
with	radiotherapy	could	be	the	primary	treatment	for	a	lo-
coregional	 disease.9	 However,	 significant	 nephrotoxicity,	
pulmonary	toxicity,	and	bone	marrow	suppression	limited	
the	clinical	use	of	mitomycin.21-	23	A	phase	III	randomized	
intergroup	study	revealed	 the	 toxicity	was	greater	 in	 the	
5-	Fu	plus	MMC	group	than	in	the	5-	Fu	group	(grade	IV,	
23%	vs.	7%;	grade	V,	2.7%	vs.	0.7%)	for	patients	with	anal	
cancer.24	Similar	 results	were	reported	 in	 the	RTOG	98–	
11  study	 with	 higher	 hematologic	 grade	 3	 or	 4	 toxicity	
in	 the	 FU/MMC	 arm	 compared	 with	 the	 FU/DDP	 arm	
(61.8%	vs.	42%).25	Therefore,	the	mainstream	chemother-
apy	regimens	were	PF	and	docetaxel	plus	cisplatin	(TP)	in	
China.15,26,27	A	long-	term	result	revealed	that	the	actuarial	
10-	year	OS	and	DFS	rates	for	the	PF	group	were	equivalent	
to	 the	5-	fluorouracil	plus	MMC	(MF)	group	(OS	54%	vs.	
52%,	p = 0.32,	DFS	49%	vs.	53%,	p = 0.92).28	Meanwhile,	
the	5-	year	cumulative	colostomy	rate	was	not	significantly	

different	between	the	PF	group	and	the	MF	group	(22%	vs.	
29%;	p = 0.28).	Based	on	the	results	of	the	phase	III	UK	
ACT	 II	 trial,	 the	 replacement	 of	 mitomycin	 with	 cispla-
tin	in	chemoradiotherapy	did	not	affect	the	rate	of	com-
plete	response	of	ASCC.29	These	results	were	inconsistent	
with	the	results	of	the	US	Gastrointestinal	Intergroup	trial	
RTOG	98–	11.25	Further	researches	were	needed	to	explore	
the	curative	effect	of	the	PF	regimen	compared	with	the	
MF	regimen.

According	 to	 the	 previous	 literature,	 local	 ASCC	 pa-
tients	 could	 achieve	 a	 local	 control	 rate	 of	 70%–	90%,	 a	
5-	year	DFS	rate	of	60%–	70%,	and	a	5-	year	OS	rate	of	60%–	
75%	 through	 curative	 CRT	 in	 European	 and	 American	
countries.29,30	 The	 rates	 of	 treatment	 failure	 which	 con-
tained	 pelvic	 recurrence,	 distant	 metastasis	 with	 pelvic	
recurrence,	 and	 distant	 metastasis	 with	 no	 local	 recur-
rence	were	64%,	14%,	and	22%,	respectively.29	Pelvic	recur-
rence	remains	the	leading	cause	of	disease	control	failure.	
Nevertheless,	 few	 studies	 focus	 on	 the	 treatment	 and	
prognosis	of	ASCC	in	China	currently.	Lu	Y	et	al	reported	
the	 clinical	 and	 epidemiological	 characteristics	 of	 144	
ASCC	patients	from	multicenter	in	Southern	China	after	
2007	as	we	mentioned	before.15	Li	J	et	al	evaluated	the	ef-
ficacy	and	safety	of	DDP/capecitabine	(XP)	with	intensity-	
modulated	radiation	therapy	(IMRT)	in	11	ASCC	patients	
in	Southwest	China	from	January	2017	to	June	2019.26	In	
our	study,	we	collected	all	the	cases	admitted	since	the	es-
tablishment	of	our	center,	and	analyzed	the	treatment	and	
survival	of	all	patients	 in	detail.	The	5-	year	OS	and	PFS	
rates	for	all	patients	were	63.6%,	and	57.3%.	The	5-	year	OS	
and	DFS	rates	for	M0 group	were	66.4%	and	69.0%,	respec-
tively.	The	slightly	lower	5-	year	survival	rates	in	our	study	
might	 be	 correlated	 with	 the	 larger	 annual	 span	 of	 our	

Disease- free survival variable
5- year survival 
rate

Univariate analysis
Multivariate 
analysis

HR (95%CI)N p N p

Age	(≤65 years	vs.	>65 years) 68.4%	vs.	70.0% 38	vs.	10 0.887 –	 –	 –	

Smoking	history	(no	vs.	yes) 72.5%	vs.	50.0% 40	vs.	8 0.098 38	vs.	8 0.250 2.677(0.500–	14.322)

Site	(anal	canal	vs.	perianal) 70.2%	vs.	75.0% 43	vs.	4 0.918 –	 –	 –	

Diagnose	years	(1975–	2008	vs.	
2009–	2018)

44.4%	vs.	74.7% 9	vs.	39 0.046 38	vs.	8 0.238 0.377(0.074–	1.909)

Differentiation	(poor	vs.	good)a 69.5%	vs.	81.8% 29	vs.	11 0.507 –	 –	 –	

Tumor	diameter	(T1–	2	vs.	T3–	4) 82.5%	vs.	62.2% 27	vs.	19 0.055 27	vs.	19 0.022 5.345(1.276– 22.389)

cN	stage	(N0	vs.	N1) 76.7%	vs.	70.3% 16	vs.	31 0.297 –	 –	 –	

cM	stage	(M0	vs.	M1) 71.8%	vs.	33.3% 45	vs.	3 0.008 43	vs.	3 0.003 22.388(2.961– 169.260)

cTNM	stage	(I–	II	vs.	III–	IV) 83.6%	vs.	71.2% 14	vs.	32 0.216 –	 –	 –	

Initial	treatment	(surgery	vs.	CRT) 57.1%	vs.	79.5% 16	vs.	31 0.171 –	 –	 –	

Statistically	significant	values	are	bolded	(p	<	0.05).
a	Differentiation,	good,	high-	grade	intraepithelial	neoplasia	and	high	grade;	bad,	low	grade	and	moderate	grade.

T A B L E  5 	 (Continued)
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cases.	Due	to	the	poor	correlation	between	the	diagnosis	
year	before	2008	and	OS	and	DFS,	 it	may	be	due	 to	 the	
fact	that	surgery	was	the	main	treatment	for	ASCC	in	our	
center	before	2008,	and	the	low	economic	level	and	health	
awareness	of	patients	led	to	poor	medication	compliance.	
As	 the	 diagnosis	 year	 before	 2008	 was	 correlated	 with	
poor	OS	and	DFS,	which	might	be	due	to	the	treatment	of	
ASCC	in	our	center	was	mainly	surgery	before	2008,	and	
the	 low	level	of	economic	 level	and	health	awareness	of	
patients	results	in	poor	medication	compliance.	NED	is	of	
vital	importance	for	patients	to	get	the	long-	term	survival,	
which	is	consistent	with	reports	from	ACT	II	study.32

However,	 the	 3-	year	 and	 5-	year	 RFS	 were	 higher	 in	
our	 study,	which	were	90.8%	and	86.30%,	 than	 the	 rates	
reported	 in	 previous	 researches.15,19	This	 might	 be	 asso-
ciated	with	the	high	percentage	of	patients	who	received	
surgery	 at	 initial	 treatment.	 The	 3-	year	 and	 5-	year	 CFS	
rates	were	significantly	higher	than	rates	reported	in	the	
literatures	for	ASCC	patients	undergoing	CCRT.	The	prob-
ability	 of	 distant	 metastasis	 in	 this	 study	 was	 similar	 to	
previous	 studies.	 In	 summary,	 it	 might	 suggest	 that	 the	
local	recurrence	may	not	be	the	main	cause	of	treatment	
failure	 in	 China.	Therefore,	 stronger	 systemic	 treatment	
may	be	more	meaningful	for	disease	control.

Currently,	 ICT	 was	 still	 controversial	 in	 the	 man-
agement	 of	 locally	 ASCC	 worldwide.	 Although	 the	
ACCORD03	and	RTOG9811 studies	did	not	show	signif-
icant	benefits	of	ICT	for	the	long-	term	survival	of	locally	
ASCC.31	In	2005,	a	Swedish	study	suggested	that	platinum-	
based	neoadjuvant	chemotherapy	could	 improve	 the	CR	
rate	 (92%	vs.	76%,	p < 0.01)	and	5-	year	OS	rate	 (63%	vs.	
44%,	p < 0.05)	for	anal	cancer	with	T ≥ 4 cm	or	N + com-
pared	 with	 radiotherapy  ±  bleomycin.32	 A	 retrospective	
study	conducted	by	Moureau-	Zabotto	L	et	al	revealed	that	
patients	 who	 received	 ICT	 had	 a	 statistically	 significant	
better	5-	year	CFS	in	France.33	In	the	present	study,	10	pa-
tients	received	ICT	before	CCRT	and	might	contribute	to	
a	better	survival	(Figure	S3).	As	most	patients	with	ASCC	
were	diagnosed	as	locally	advanced,	we	believe	that	more	
active	 systemic	 treatment	 was	 necessary.	Therefore,	 ICT	
might	be	an	alternative	treatment	for	bulk	and	locally	ad-
vanced	ASCC.

Nowadays	 immunotherapy	 has	 shown	 good	 antitu-
mor	immune	response	in	various	solid	carcinomas,	such	
as	melanoma,	lung	cancer,	and	head	and	neck	squamous	
cell	carcinoma.34	In	2017,	Ott	PA	et	al	assessed	the	safety	
and	efficacy	of	pembrolizumab	for	the	cohort	of	patients	
with	advanced	anal	carcinoma.35	Results	showed	a	safety	
and	 satisfied	 disease	 control	 rate	 of	 58%.	 Subsequently,	
the	 NCI9673  study	 reported	 that	 nivolumab	 monother-
apy	 could	 be	 a	 promising	 approach	 for	 refractory	 meta-
static	ASCC.36	A	case	report	in	the	United	States	suggested	
that	 a	 refractory	 ASCC	 reached	 near	 complete	 response	

using	modified	docetaxel,	cisplatin,	and	5-	Fu	chemother-
apy	after	immunotherapy.37	All	these	reports	suggest	that	
immunotherapy	and	traditional	chemotherapy	may	have	
synergistic	antitumor	effects	 for	ASCC.	Accordingly,	our	
group	 intended	 to	 carry	 out	 a	 prospective,	 single-	arm	
clinical	trial	to	assess	the	efficacy	of	ICT	combined	with	
immunotherapy	sequential	radiotherapy	concurrent	with	
immunotherapy	for	ASCC	(NCT05060471).

The	limitation	of	our	study	is	obvious	as	it	 is	a	retro-
spective	study	with	small	sample	in	the	single	tertiary	can-
cer	 center.	 Due	 to	 the	 long	 collection	 period	 of	 cases	 in	
this	study,	some	cases	data	could	only	be	collected	 from	
paper	records.	Partial	data	of	clinical	characteristics	were	
missing.	In	addition,	the	specific	strategies	of	CRT	for	pa-
tients	with	ASCC	enrolled	in	our	study	were	inconsistent.

In	conclusion,	CRT	is	the	first	choice	for	the	treatment	
strategy	of	M0 stage	ASCC.	Induction	chemotherapy	may	
bring	better	OS	and	PFS	benefits	for	bulk	and	locally	ad-
vanced	patients.	The	prognosis	of	M0	patients	is	heteroge-
neous	due	to	the	primary	site	of	the	tumor	and	T	stage	of	
the	 tumor,	 and	 more	 individualized	 treatment	 strategies	
need	to	be	further	explored.	Patients	with	ASCC	in	China	
seem	 to	 have	 a	 better	 local	 control	 rate,	 which	 needs	 to	
be	further	verified	by	multicenter	and	larger	sample	size	
data.
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